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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Dunnville, Ontario, April 17, 2007
Contact Information:
Dr. Reza Kazemi
905.774.8601, kazemi@mountaincable.net
raising awareness: dream’s film and speaker series presents
Paul Christie: One Man. One Voice. One Message.
DSS, 7 to 9 pm
On Friday, May 4th, 2007 dream presents Paul Christie and Issues Affecting
Adolescents.
“Do you know how many of today’s youth are struggling with peer pressure and
its overwhelming influence to experiment?” asks Paul Christie. “Look around.
They’re within your reach.”
Summer is quickly approaching. It is the season of fun and freedom for our
youth. Unfortunately, it may also be the season when some are initiated into the
“party” life of their friends. Some may make decisions that change the course of
their lives. They need to hear the truth about the consequences of “harmless
experimentation”.
dream’s final presentation of the season is a must-see event for you and your
teen. Paul Christie delivers a frank, first hand account of the damage drugs and
alcohol addiction inflicted on his life. His dynamic style has proven effective in
connecting with young people. His message is designed to educate kids in an
attempt to arm them against peer pressure. An interactive discussion at the end
of the evening provides a forum for opening communication and that, after all
may be our most important tool to educate.
dream’s presentation of Paul Christie is generously sponsored by Premier
Martial Arts and Paul Christie, One Man, One Voice, One Message.
dream is a unique, community-based organization of volunteers that builds
Dunnville's capacity to better serve its youth by providing academic, social and
financial support to secondary school students. dream offers a four-year, youth
mentorship program and hosts other community services that include a fieldschool program in Ek Balam, Mexico to promote global literacy.////
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Friday, May 4th, 2007 dream presents
Paul Christie

Drug Use and Its Consequences in Our Youth.
DSS
7 to 9 pm
For tickets call
905 774-8601
or contact
kazemi@mountaincable.net
Students-free
Adults-$5
dream’s final presentation of the season is a must-see event for you and your
teen. Paul Christie delivers a frank, first hand account of the damage drugs and
alcohol addiction inflicted on his life. His dynamic style has proven effective in
connecting with young people. His message is designed to educate kids in an
attempt to arm them against peer pressure. An interactive discussion at the end
of the evening provides a forum for opening communication and that, after all
may be our most important tool to educate.
Do you know how many of today’s youth are struggling with peer pressure and its
overwhelming influence to experiment?” asks Paul Christie. “Look around.
They’re within your reach.”
Summer is quickly approaching. It is the season of fun and freedom for our
youth. Unfortunately, it may also be the season when some are initiated into the
“party” life of their friends. Some may make decisions that change the course of
their lives. They need to hear the truth about the consequences of “harmless
experimentation”.

All proceeds from the event will help fund dream’s community and youth
programs

